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CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION
CAGUIOA, J.:
I concur in the granting of the Motion for Reconsideration (MR) and
the resulting dismissal of the administrative complaint against the late Judge
Godofredo B. Abul, Jr. (Judge Abul). Nevertheless, I dissent as to the
majority's holding that the death of the respondent in an administrative case
before its final resolution should ipso facto lead to the dismissal of the case.
To recall, a Complaint was filed against Judge Abul for alleged
extortion from detainees in exchange for their release from prison or the
dismissal of their criminal cases. After its investigation, the Office of the
Court Administrator (OCA) found Judge Abul liable for grave misconduct
and recommended that he be fined in the amount of PS00,000.00 to be
deducted from his retirement gratuity. While the administrative case was
pending review by the Court, Judge Abul "met an untimely death when he
was targeted by an unidentified motorcycle-riding shooter while he was
about to depart from his house." 1
Despite his death, the Court found Judge Abul administratively liable
in the September 3, 2019 Decision. He was meted the penalty of forfeiture of
all retirement and allied benefits, except accrued leaves. Therein, I joined the
Dissenting Opinion of my esteemed colleague, Associate Justice Ramon
Paul L. Hernando. Specifically, I agreed with Justice Hernando's
appreciation of the humanitarian considerations that should have impelled
the Court to mitigate the penalty imposed against Judge Abul. As Justice
Hernando noted, Judge Abul was murdered a couple of days after he turned
68. Moreover, Judge Abul's wife, who also sustained gunshot wounds, had
written a letter to the Court explaining that she is a housewife who has no
work and no source Qf income and that ever since Judge Abul' s preventive
suspension from office, their family had faced financial crisis. She therefore
entreated the Court to release the accrued leave benefits of Judge Abul as
well as such other benefits or assistance which the Court could extend to
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them in order to help their' family sustain their daily needs and to fund her
son's education in medical school. I was of the view then that these
considerations should have prompted the Court to dismiss the case. As ·
Justice Hernando stated:
Given the specific circumstances of Judge Abul's case, it is my
view that his mistakes should not unduly punish his spouse or his
heirs, especially if they had no hand in or knowledge about the alleged
extortions. Judge Abul's liability should be considered personal and
extinguished by reason of his death, and should not extend beyond the said
death only to be shouldered by his spouse or his son. Doing so would
indirectly impose a harsh penalty upon innocent individuals who not only
have to come to terms with the unjust death of a loved one but also live
without one henceforth. Without a doubt, forfeiture of all of
Judge Abul's death and survivorship benefits would add to the grief
and hardships that his family is already enduring. Thus, it is my
humble position that assuming that the Court would maintain the nondismissal rule in administrative cases in case of death of the respondent,
the Court should, instead of imposing such a strict and unforgiving
punishment even when Judge Abul has already passed away, impose a fine
to be deducted from his retirement benefits. This is what the OCA had in
fact recommended in the first place. 2 (Emphasis supplied)
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It is in light of the foregoing, and only to such extent, that I joined
Justice Hernando's dissent in the main Decision.
In the instant Resolution, now penned by Justice Hernando, the Court
grants the MR, thereby reversing and setting aside the September 3, 2019
Decision. While I welcome the dismissal of the case against Judge Abul, I
disagree with the new jurisprudential ruling being laid down here that the
death of a respondent in an administrative case before its final resolution is a
cause for its dismissal as its non-dismissal is a transgression of the
respondent's constitutional rights to due process and presumption of
innocence. 3 I submit that the general 1ule that the death of the respondent
does not ipso facto lead to the dismissal of the administrative case should
still prevail. This is in consonance with the well-settled rule that jurisdiction,
. once acquired, continues to exist until final resolution of the case. 4
In espousing now that the respondent in an administrative case abh
enjoys the right to be presumed innocent pending final judgment in tbe
administrative case, the majority cites Section 14 of the Bill of Rights under-the Constitution, which states that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall be presumed innocent until the contrary is proved. 5" The
majority elaborates that considering criminal cases require a more stringent
2
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degree of proof, which is proof beyond reasonable doubt, with more reason
should a respondent in an administrative case be presumed innocent until
proven guilty as only substantial evidence is required in administrative
cases. 6 Thus, since Judge Abul died prior to the Court's decision, the case
should be dismissed as he is presumed innocent of the charges against him.
As stated at the outset, I respectfully disagree.
Indeed, the constitutional precept that an accused in a criminal case
enjoys the presumption of innocence has been, in several times, applied in
administrative cases as well. 7 I agree that this application is proper owing to
the other constitutional guarantee of due process. 8 In my view, however, the
dismissal of the case by reason of the death of the accused in a criminal case,
or of the respondent in an administrative case, is not rooted on the right to
be presumed innocent until proven guilty. Rather, it is rooted on the
fundamental principle that criminal responsibility is personaL9 Thus, the
Court has consistently held that under Article 89 (1) of the Revised Penal
Code, criminal liability on account of the death of the accused before final
judgment is totally extinguished "inasmuch as there is no longer a
defendant to stand as the accused." 10
I submit that the question on whether an administrative case can still
proceed despite the death of the respondent finds a similar footing instead
with the question in civil cases on the effect on the status of an ongoing
action when a party dies during its pendency.
In civil cases, the criteria for determining whether an action survives
the death of a party was explained in Bonilla v. Barcena' 1 as follows:
x x x The question as to whether an action survives or not depends
on the nature of the action and the damage sued for. In the causes of action
which survive the wrong complained [of] affects primarily and principally
property and property rights, the injuries to the person being merely
incidental, while in the causes of action which do not survive the injury
complained of is to the person, the property and rights of property affected
being incidental. xx x 12

As gleaned from the foregoing explanation, the action survives whe.n
the wrong complained of affects primarily and principally property and
property rights with the injury to a person or third party being merely
6
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incidental. In administrative cases, the injury to another is incidental. What
is involved in administrative cases is principally an offense to the public
office, the same being a sacred public trust. Thus, the Court has consistently .
held that in administrative cases, no investigation shall be interrupted or
terminated by reason of desistance, settlement, compromise, restitution,
withdrawal of the charges, or failure of the complainant to prosecute the
same. 13 The need to maintain the faith and confidence of our people in the
government and its agencies and instrumentalities demands that proceedings
in administrative cases against public officers and employees should not be
made to depend on the whims and caprices of complainants who are, in:~
real sense, only witnesses. 14
Particularly, in Bolivar v. Simbol, 15 which involved disbarment
proceedings against a lawyer, the Court ruled that the exercise by the Court
of its power to discipline is not for the purpose of enforcing civil remedies
between parties, but to protect the court and the public against an attorney
guilty of unworthy practices in his profession.
Arguably, in criminal cases, the private offended party is also
commonly relegated as a mere witness for the State, and that the offendf:d
party to the action is the People of the Philippines on the ground that thei
purpose of the criminal action is to determiQe the penal liability of the
accused for having outraged the State with his crime. I submit, however, that
notwithstanding this shared sound policy, the element of injury to another
spells a material and practical difference between a criminal case and an
administrative case. To reiterate, in administrative cases, the injury to
another is incidental. On the other hand, while crimes are considered
offenses against the State, the injury to a private offended party is far from
being merely incidental.
Another argument · raised in support of the dismissal of the
administrative case in view of the death of the respondent is that the essence
of due process necessitates such dismissal. The majority opines that haq
death not supervened, the respondent could still pursue other options in
keeping with due process, such as filing a motion for reconsideration or
asking for clemency. Thus, the majority concludes that it is only right to
dismiss the administrative case against the respondent since the spirit of due
process encompasses all stages of the case. 16
Again, I beg to differ from this sweeping pronouncement.
For one, due process considerations are among the already recognized
exceptions to the rule that death does not lead to the dismissal of thf•
13
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administrative case. 17 As such, the opportunity to appreciate or apply this
exception has always been available on a case-to-case basis.
Likewise, the concept of due process in administrative proceedings
has always been recognized as different with the concept of due process in
criminal proceedings. Administrative due process cannot be fully equated
:with due process in its strict judicial sense, for in the former, a formal or
trial-type hearing is not always necessary and technical rules of procedure
are not strictly applied. 18
The essence of procedural due process is embodied in the basic
requirement of notice and a real opportunity to be heard. In
administrative proceedings, procedural due process simply means the
opportunity to explain one's side or the opportunity to seek ~
reconsideration of the action or ruling complained of. "To be heard" does
not mean only verbal arguments in court; one may also be heard thru
pleadings. Where opportunity to be heard, either through oral arguments or
pleadings, is accorded, there is no denial of procedural due process. 19 Thus, a
respondent must be given notice at all times. This is an absolute
requirement. Coupled with this, if a respondent is given the opportunity to
explain his or her side, then his or her right to due process is deemed
satisfied. If, on the other hand, a respondent was not originally heard but was
eventually heard in a motion for reconsideration, his or her right to due
process is still deemed satisfied.
Here, Judge Abul was given notice and a real opportunity to be
heard. On February 18, 2017, the Court En Banc issued a resolution which
placed Judge Abul under preventive suspension and required him to
comment on the complaint and the investigative report of the OCA. 20 Judge
Abul did, in fact, file his comment/answer, denying all the accusations and
insisting that the same were false, basele~:s, and concocted by an evil and
malicious mind for the sole purpose of besmirching his unblemished record
of service in the Judiciary. 21 Thus, the Court then held that he was fully
afforded due process during the investigation of the OCA. 22
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All told, I find no pressing reason for the Court to now abandon the
prevailing rule that the death of the respondent does not ipso facto lead to
the dismissal of the administrative case. I subscribe to the long-held ratio of
the Court in previous cases that a contrary rule would be fraught with
injustices and pregnant with dreadful and dangerous implications. 23 If only
for reasons of public policy, the Court must assert and maintain its
jurisdiction over members of the judiciary and other officials under its
supervision and control for acts performed in office which are inimical to the
service and prejudicial to the interests of litigants and the general public. 24 '. '
It must be underscored as well that this general rule has its establish~d
exceptions. The Court had consistently invoked that the death of the
respondent would, however, necessitate the dismissal of the administratiy1
case upon a consideration of any of the following factors: (1) the observance
of the respondent's right to due process; (2) the presence of exceptional
circumstances in · the case on the grounds of equitable and humanitarian
reasons; and (3) depending on the kind of penalty imposed. 25 To my minq,
these factors are already sufficient to safeguard against any unfairness th:;;
may shroud the Court's judgment in ruling against a deceased respondenl.
Any possibility, too, that another factor or exception may validly be taken ·
into consideration later on by the Court is not foreclosed.

WHEREFORE, I concur in the dismissal of the administrative case
against the late Judge Godofredo B. Abul, Jr. in view of the presence of
exceptional circumstances in this case that call upon the appreciation of
humanitarian considerations in his favo .
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